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Description 

Specific resource management proposals in East African have often been undermined by the 

complexity of perceptions of goals and their implementation capacity. The many failures and 

low compliance with projects are expected to arise from a poor coupling between project 

proposal decisions and human and governance capacities. In many cases resource users with 

few employment options are expected to either self-regulate or be managed by weak 

governance where fisheries support a mixture of stationary and non-stationary resources and 

users. This creates considerable opportunities for non-compliance and failures when 

managing areas, protecting species, and fairly distributing ecosystem services. Nevertheless, 

some see marine protected areas as simple solutions to complex commons problems but the 

lack of support and failures arise from lack of capacity and failing to recognize the issues of 

decision-making, access, enforcement, social disparity, conflicts with neighbors, and scales 

of costs and benefits that arise when implementing area-based management. Nevertheless, 

there are cases of success where appropriate coupling between governance and management 

occur. Thus, a contextual or diagnostic approach may uncover governance capacity-

restriction linkages that can potentially promote desired management including protected 

areas.  

 

The purpose of workshop therefore, to evaluate and further develop a diagnostic approach to 

fisheries management in this region. perceptions and potential linkages between governance 

effectiveness and fisheries restrictions in coastal artisanal fisheries. We will explore if there 

are relationships between specific metrics of governance effectiveness and specific 

restrictions. Specifically, we consider 10 metrics of governance effectiveness, how would 

they couple in terms of the benefits of the six management restrictions? The 10 governance 

principles evaluated included: 1) group identity, 2) proportional cost and benefit, 3) 

consensus decision making process, 4) monitoring of the three resources-resource users, 5) 

monitoring of the three resources fisheries and 6) monitoring of the three resources ecology, 

7) graduated sanctions, 8) fast and fair conflict resolution of group members, 9) between 

neighboring groups, and 10) local autonomy. After describing these institutions and some of 

the regional findings of the convener, the group will consider priorities for proposed projects 

in the region and how best to achieve them through collaborative problem-solving programs. 

Participants will be asked to consider the case studies they know best and to scale the 

institutions by their effectiveness and to consider priorities and realistic means to improve 

them. The program will conclude with recommendations for building governance institutions. 

 

Schedule 

16:00 to 16:30 Tim McClanahan summary of governance concepts and case studies. 

16:30-17:10  Discussion of governance concepts and status in the region from participant 

case studies 

17:10-17:30- Group associations with case studies and filling questionnaire on governance 

effectiveness for specific case studies 

15:30-15:40 – Conclusions on questionnaire and recommendations 


